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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

It's clear from our research that there is broad diversity 

in how clients are choosing to structure their agency 

ecosystems. and also a significant number of key factors 

that are shaping how marketers are making decisions 

about the optimal partnership set-up for their needs. 

Some of the key contexts and findings discussed in this 

report focus on: 

01. Growing marketing complexity
As organisational focus has aligned around the

importance of customer experience. marketing has

expanded to encompass a much broader set of

touchpoints. channels. technologies. specialist knowledge

areas and levers for growth. This presents both challenge

and opportunity. but has led to a heightened complexity

for marketers to navigate. meaning that the overarching

focus and trend for agency partnerships is shifting

towards greater simplicity

02. Changing contexts for partnerships
Alongside growing complexity. marketers are facing a

number of new challenges to partner decisions. including

heightened accountability and attribution pressures.

the impact of zero-based budgeting and a general

shift towards more short-term decision-making and

prioritisation

03. A changing environment
As marketing (and the context in which it operates)

changes. agencies are broadening and adapting their

capability and propositions. This is leading to plenty of

blurred lines and crossover between agency types. but

also some key shifts in what clients are looking for from

their partner agencies

04. What clients want
Our research identified a number of key trends on how

client demands are shifting: dynamics that can also

provide a roadmap for partner selection:

■ Simplicity - ease of coordination. effective use

of time. limited duplication of resource. getting

the balance right between specialisation and

generalisation on the roster

■ Integration - a macro trend for media and creative

coming closer together. and for more joined-up

approaches through the funnel between branding/

above the line. performance marketing and

optimisation
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■ Agility and performance - more responsive 

working processes. smart use of data and analytics. 

market-beating performance

■ Transparency and trust - catalysed by

well-reported issues around the media supply chain. a 

heightened level of transparency around arrangements 

and processes but also the important role of the 

trusted advisor

■ Creativity - truly transformative ideas that can take 

business and brand performance to another level are 

still believed to best be originated outside the client 

organisation. The opportunity is in how agencies can 

apply creativity in new ways

■ Sensemaking. learning. credibility

- in a complex. rapidly changing world. partners can 

add significant value by helping clients make smarter 

decisions. understand and interpret changing contexts. 

and learn new ways of working and operating 

05. Balancing single discipline agencies vs
multi-discipline agencies within the ecosytem
This has emerged as a key dynamic. Getting the right mix

is down to balancing a number of key factors including

the need for integration. specific expertise. effective

collaboration and coordination. agility and simplicity

06. Changing remuneration and engagement
models
The diversity in engagement models gives clients the

opportunity to shape arrangements in ways that suit their

particular circumstances. Engagement and remuneration

are typically shaped by three factors: retainer. project and

performance. But the subtlety is in how clients can bring

these together in the optimal way

07. In-housing and talent
The other key balance is what to take in-house. and what

to leave to external agencies. We look at the key elements

that are coming in-house. the main reasons behind the

changes and how the talent dynamic is presenting both

challenges and opportunities for clients

It's apparent there are multiple influences that impact on 

how marketers make decisions about the shape of their 

agency partnerships. but also a hunger for good insight 

into how to capitalise on shifting trends in order to make 

smarter partnership decisions. 
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